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Wandering Minds:
The Default Network and
Stimulus-Independent Thought
Malia F. Mason,1*§ Michael I. Norton,2 John D. Van Horn,1† Daniel M. Wegner,3
Scott T. Grafton,1‡ C. Neil Macrae4

Despite evidence pointing to a ubiquitous tendency of human minds to wander, little is known
about the neural operations that support this core component of human cognition. Using both
thought sampling and brain imaging, the current investigation demonstrated that mind-wandering
is associated with activity in a default network of cortical regions that are active when the brain is
“at rest.” In addition, individuals’ reports of the tendency of their minds to wander were correlated
with activity in this network.

What does the mind do in the absence
of external demands for thought? Is it
essentially blank, springing into ac-

tion only when some task requires attention?
Everyday experience challenges this account
of mental life. In the absence of a task that re-
quires deliberative processing, the mind gener-
ally tends to wander, flitting from one thought to
the next with fluidity and ease (1, 2). Given the
ubiquitous nature of this phenomenon (3), it has
been suggested that mind-wandering constitutes
a psychological baseline from which people de-
part when attention is required elsewhere and to
which they return when tasks no longer require

conscious supervision (4, 5). But how does the
brain spontaneously produce the images, voices,
thoughts, and feelings that constitute stimulus-
independent thought (SIT)?

We investigated whether the default
network—brain regions that remain active
during rest periods in functional imaging
experiments (6)—is implicated in mind-
wandering (7). The default network is minimally
disrupted during passive sensory processing and
attenuates when people engage in tasks with
high central executive demand (8, 9), which
matches precisely the moments when the mind
is most and least likely to wander (2, 4, 5). We
thus trained individuals to become proficient on
tasks (10) so that their minds could wander when
they performed practiced versus novel task se-
quences (11). Although previous research has
compared brain activity during rest to that during
engagement in a task (12), the present investiga-
tion assesses directly both the production of SIT
and activity in the default network during tasks
that allow for varying degrees ofmind-wandering.

Despite its regular occurrence, not all minds
wander to the same degree; individuals exhibit
stable differences in their propensity to produce
SIT (1, 3). If regions of the default network un-

derpin themind's wandering, then themagnitude
of neural activity in these regions should track
with people’s proclivity to generate SIT. Specif-
ically, individuals who report frequent mind-
wandering should exhibit greater recruitment of
the default network when performing tasks that
are associated with a high incidence of SIT.
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Fig. 1. Graphs depict regions of the default
network exhibiting significantly greater activity
during practiced blocks (red) relative to novel
blocks (blue) at a threshold of P < 0.001, number
of voxels (k) = 10. Mean activity was computed for
each participant by averaging the signal in
regions within 10 mm of the peak, across the
duration of the entire block. Graphs depict the
mean signal change across all participants. (A)
Left (L.) mPFC (BA 9; –6, 54, 22); (B) Bilateral (B.)
cingulate (BA 24; 0, –7, 36); (C) Right (R.) insula
(45, –26, 4); and (D) L. posterior cingulate (BA
23/31; –9, –39, 27). Activity is plotted on the
average high-resolution anatomical image and
displayed in neurological convention (left hemi-
sphere is depicted on the left).
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To investigate the relation between default
network activity and mind-wandering, we first
established high-incidence mind-wandering pe-
riods by training participants on blocks of verbal
and visuospatial working-memory tasks (days
1 to 4), then verified that these frequent mind-
wandering periods were associated with in-
creased default network recruitment as seen with
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)
on day 5. Finally, we related participants’ pat-
terning of default network activity to their self-
reported propensity to generate SITs (13).

On day 4, the proportion of sampled
thoughts participants classified as SIT varied
by block type (baseline, practiced, or novel),
F(2, 34) = 81.49, P < 0.01. Participants reported
a greater proportion of SIT during the baseline
blocks (mean = 0.93; SD = 0.16) than during
both practiced blocks (mean = 0.32, SD = 0.20),
t(17) = 9.22, P < 0.01, and novel blocks (mean =
0.22, SD = 0.18), t(17) = 10.96, P < 0.01. Par-
ticipants reported a significantly greater propor-
tion of SIT during the practiced blocks than
during the novel blocks, t(17) = 2.11, P < 0.05,
despite the fact that the tasks were identical.
Thus, periods of reduced central executive
demandwere associated with a greater incidence
of mind-wandering.

On day 5, we performed functional imaging.
We first functionally defined the default network
by comparing the BOLD response associated
with baseline (i.e., fixation) to the response
associated with task periods (i.e., novel and
practiced working-memory tasks). This compar-
ison revealed significantly greater recruitment at
rest in a distributed network of regions that in-
cluded aspects of the posterior cingulate and the
precuneus [Brodmann areas (BAs) 23 and 31],

the posterior lateral cortices (BAs 40 and 39),
the insular cortices, the cingulate (BA 24), and
aspects of both ventral and dorsal medial pre-
frontal cortex (mPFC) [BAs 6, premotor and
supplementary motor cortex; 8, including frontal
eye field; 9, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; and
10, frontopolar area (most rostral part of superior
and middle frontal gyri)] (8, 9) [table S1 (13)].

To determine whether a relation exists be-
tween the default network and mind-wandering,
we investigated how BOLD activity within this
functionally defined network changed as a
function of block type, by comparing activity
when participants performed practiced (i.e., high-
incidence SIT periods) blocks to activity during
novel (i.e., low-incidence SIT periods) blocks
(13). Default network recruitment was greater
during high-incidence SIT periods. Regions of
the default network that exhibited greater activity
during these periods included bilateral aspects of
the mPFC (BAs 6, 8, 9, and 10); bilateral su-
perior frontal gyri (SFG; BAs 8 and 9); the
anterior cingulate (BA 10); bilateral aspects of
the posterior cingulate (BAs 29 and 30) and
precuneus (BAs 7 and 31); the left angular gyrus
(BA 39); bilateral aspects of the insula (BA 13);
the left superior temporal (BA 22), the right
superior temporal (BA 41) and the left middle
temporal gyri (BA 19) (Fig. 1 and table S2) (13).
No single default network region exhibited
greater activity during low-incidence SIT pe-
riods. These findings are consistent with the
hypothesis that the tonic activity observed in the
default network during conscious resting states is
associated with mind-wandering.

If recruitment of the default network dur-
ing tasks with low processing demands reflects
mind-wandering (rather than some other psy-

chological process), changes in default network
BOLD activity during practiced relative to novel
blocks should be related to individuals’ minds
propensity to wander. Voxel-wise correlations
were conducted on participants’ standardized
score on the daydream frequency scale of the
Imaginal Processes Inventory (IPI) (14) and
their practiced relative to novel contrast images
[threshold at r(14) > 0.50, P < 0.05] (table S3).
Results revealed a significant positive relation
between the frequency of mind-wandering and
the change in BOLD signal observed when
participants performed WpracticedW relative to
WnovelW blocks in several regions, including the
right SFG (BA 8; 12, 48, 36), the mPFC,
bilaterally (BA 10; –6, 51, –9), bilateral aspects
of the cingulate (BA 31; 7, –21, 51) and neigh-
boring precuneus (BA 31/7; 3, –45, 37), and the
left (BA 13; –36, –16, 17) and right insula (BA
13; 47, 0, 4) (Fig. 2). No region of the default
network exhibited a significant negative correla-
tion with daydream frequency scores at this
threshold.

We proposed that mind-wandering consti-
tutes a psychological baseline that emerges
when the brain is otherwise unoccupied, sup-
ported by activity in a default network of cortical
regions. Results demonstrated that reductions in
processing demands, that is, performing prac-
ticed versus novel sequences of otherwise iden-
tical tasks, were accompanied by increases in
both the generation of SIT and activity in the
default network. Furthermore, the magnitude of
BOLD increases that participants exhibited as
they were able to generate increasing levels of
SIT was positively correlated with their self-
reported daydreaming propensities. Other re-
search provides further evidence for default

Fig. 2. Graphs depict regions that exhibited a
significant positive relation, r(14) > 0.50, P <
0.05, between the frequency of mind-
wandering and the change in BOLD signal
observed when people performed practiced
relative to novel blocks. Participants’ BOLD
difference scores (practiced – novel) are
plotted against their standardized IPI day-
dreaming score. BOLD signal values for the
two blocks were computed for each participant
by averaging the signal in regions within 10
mm of the peak, from 4 TRs (10 s) until 10 TRs
(22.5 s) after the block onset. (A) B. mPFC (BA
10; –6, 51, –9; k = 25). (B) B. precuneus and
p. cingulate (BA 31, 7; –3, –45, 37; k = 72).
(C) R. cingulate (BA 31; 7, –21, 51; k = 73).
(D) L. insula (BA 13; –36, –16, 17; k = 10). (E)
R. insula (BA 13; 47, 0, 4; k = 13). Activity is
plotted on the average high-resolution ana-
tomical image and displayed in neurological
convention (left hemisphere is depicted on the
left).
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network involvement in the production of SIT.
First, damage to parts of the network (e.g.,
mPFC) is associated with Wmental emptinessW
and an absence of spontaneous speech and
thought (15). Second, aging is associated with
the development of plaques in default network
regions and a corresponding reduction in SIT
(16, 17). Taken together, these findings provide
converging evidence for the role of the default
network in mind-wandering.

Of course, mind-wandering is not the only
cognitive process that ensues when tasks cease
to require conscious supervision. Reductions in
task difficulty are also likely accompanied by
qualitative changes in attention and, perhaps, the
implementation of general “housekeeping”
functions (18). It is likely that activity in the
default network is associated with a range of
cognitive functions. For example, although we
interpret results from our correlational analyses
as evidence that cortical regions in the default
network play a general role in the production of
SIT, it is possible that some of these regions
mediate the meta-awareness of SIT (19), such as
the insular cortices, which subserve interocep-
tion and self-awareness (20, 21), and regions of
the mPFC, which are involved in self-referential
mental activity (22, 23). In light of behavioral
evidence suggesting that people are frequently
unaware that their mind is wandering (19, 24), it
may be the case that the daydream frequency
scale (14) used in the current investigation
assesses people’s awareness of their mind's
wandering rather than their propensity to engage
in SIT.

The purpose of the current inquiry was to ex-
plore how and when the mind generates SIT. A
more intractable question, however, is why these
thoughts emerge at all. What is the functional
significance of a system that wanders from its
current goals (25)? One possibility is that SIT
enables individuals to maintain an optimal level

of arousal, thereby facilitating performance on
mundane tasks (4). A second possibility is that
SIT—as a kind of spontaneous mental time
travel—lends a sense of coherence to one’s past,
present, and future experiences (26–29). Finally,
the mind may generate SIT not to attain some
extrinsic goal (e.g., staying alert) but simply
because it evolved a general ability to divide
attention and to manage concurrent mental tasks.
Although the thoughts the mind produces when
wandering are at times useful, such instances do
not prove that the mind wanders because these
thoughts are adaptive; on the contrary the mind
may wander simply because it can.
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